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About This Game

Orbit is a gravity simulator at the heart of a puzzle game. Launch planets with a flick of your hand, and try to get them
into stable orbits around black holes.

Can you make enough orbits to progress to the next level?

Orbit features a Sandbox where you can create your own levels! Control time, disable collisions, and paint with gravity. Publish
your creations to the world for everyone to play.

Features

 45 free levels, with new mechanics are introduced over time — like repulsive black holes and planets with their own
gravity that attract each other

 Play community-created levels — virtually limitless content made by other players, all completely free

 Launch as many planets as you like, and watch the mesmerizing orbital mechanics unfold

 Planets leave colored traces, so that at the end of a level you will have created a beautiful piece of art

 See the future trajectory of a planet before you launch it
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 Play in an environment of smooth, minimalist graphics while listening to relaxing classical piano
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The best part about this is the new battle music.

It turns this dark story of revenge into yet another summer break school trip.
. Makes the occupation with the highest suicide rate seem really fun. GTA PLAY THIS GAME!. seemed like a cool idea,
waited around for a long time until it was on sale and grabbed it cheap. tried to figure out how to play, struggled to read the text,
never had anything meaningful click with me, did not enjoy any portion of the game, refunded.. Great game! Yes its old but it is
still one of the best Star Wars games out there. It has all you need: a good story, great gameplay, realism and fun. There is still
no game out there that can compete with it. Its a very good simulation for every starfighter pilot out there. You should note that
the game only runs on single core so make sure you have program that helps running the game with single core or you just
download the XWA - Upgrade which is free and brings tons of new content to the game, improves the graphics and gives you a
launcher for the single core issue. You love nostalgic and engrossing games and always wanted to be a starfighter pilot? This
game has all you need.
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My personal favorite MW campaign and one of the better COD titles in general. Multiplayer is absolutely timeless; the
population hits 500+ players on weekends and matchmaking is still quite fast considering how dated this game is.. A very
simple, minimalist, game that looks very cute, and is slightly challenging if you are playing it casually as a completionist.
Controller support is very solid, might even work if it's a NES controller with its very few buttons. The animations are nice,
pretty fluid and dynamic and the soundtrack may sound repetitive, but it's all related to themed levels so it works pretty fine and
sounds nostalgic. It's worth the 9$ and would be cool to see a bigger sequel in the future.. This is one of the most insane things I
have ever seen. I really liked the original Titan Slayer. Sure, it's a small game and it costs a bit more than what it's worth but I
enjoyed it as it's a nice little game to introduce newbies to VR too and it gives one a sense of power. This sequel? Not so much.
The teleport pointer and gun point are set at weird angles that are not intuitive. It feels clunky in that respect. The enemies don't
really give a sense of chaos or threat. They're just there. While I could live with the odd gun (but not long), I absolutely hate the
sword. It feels too slow and clunky and while I suppose some folks might think the "effect" of the swish visual is cool it detracts
as it feels like the sword does nor respond well. I no longer feel like I am fighting with a sword, I feel like I am waving a child's
toy around. Refunding but I wish you well.. This game is pretty hollow. There is not much gameplay to be found. A tutorial
would be nice.
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